Irrational cookout on Patriot's includes al centennial ball and an fraternity centennial, which in issues Chairman said that some of the capital, he concluded.

The safety on the streets exhibit will feature a new alarm device ized panic button, said Glavin. If a person is accosted by stranger in the streets, he can activate the panic button, causing it to ring, explained Glavin. A panic button is different from a shrill alarm because it can be installed on a door so that it rings when an intruder enters, according to Glavin.

The bicycle theft prevention exhibit will feature displays of Citadell and Kryptonite bike locks; the auto theft prevention exhibits will have arrays of tools which bicycle and auto thieves use.

There will be an audio-visual display with cassette movie recordings on films about rape, mugging, and robbery, declined Glavin. Last year's Crime Prevention Fair showed these films on MIT Cable Television; however, the Campus Police Department has since bought a cassette movie recorder for about $2,000, commented Glavin.

Other exhibits include home security, office and laboratory security, and consumer information.

The cost of the Crime Prevention Fair is "definitely in the thousands," reported Glavin. She explained that the biggest cost is the extremely expensive handsome and literature. She explained, "Some pamphlets cost thirty cents a piece, and when you order thousands, it adds up." 

Our recruiters will also be interviewing on November 12 for individuals in engineering, business, computer science, physics, mathematics, and other majors.

Contact the Career Planning and Placement Office for details and sign-up.

---

Layer it On!

Brave the cold outdoors in Woolrich - known for quality and functional excellence.

The wool blend outer shirt with button front, two patch pockets, extra long tails in red and black check or a variety of plaid's. S, M, L, XL

35.00

The down-filled vest with zip closure and snap-over storm flap, dual entry pockets, cotton/poly outer shell. Navy, burgundy, gray, slate blue, rust in S, M, L, XL

73.00

Also sport our belted corduroy slacks in machine wash and dry cotton/poly blend. Brown, light tan, pewter, gray, waist 30-34, leg S, M, L

22.99

Keep warm with BVD in Color!

Thermal underwear is no longer shyn and retiring! Now in red and navy as well as in ecrue, BVD thermals are made to be seen and worn . . . as a happy, colorful, warm layer. Long sleeve shirt and ankle length drawers in shrinkage-controlled 50/50 poly/cotton. S, M, L, XL

8.00

---

GTE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES SESSION November 5

Come communicate with our representatives from these GTE organizations on Thursday, November 5 from 4:00 to 6:00 in Room T53, Building 4. It's a chance to find out all about us without the pressures of an interview.
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